Directions to Bryn Mawr College Rhoads Hall
Traveling by Car

From the Pennsylvania Turnpike
Take Exit 20 (Mid-County) and follow Route 476 South to Exit 13 (St. Davids/ Villanova). Bear right on the exit to travel toward Villanova. Follow Route 30 (Lancaster Avenue) east through Villanova for 2.4 miles. One block after passing the Ludington Library on your right, turn left onto Morris Avenue. Please note that the street is called "Elliot" on the right and "Morris" on the left - and the Morris sign is hard to see! There is a Starbucks on the right and a Sunoco gas station on the left at the intersection. Note: there is no sign for Bryn Mawr College on Lancaster Avenue in this direction; watch carefully for the landmarks.
Follow Morris Avenue as it curves left under the train-track bridge then bears right. Cross Montgomery Avenue (at the traffic light). After crossing through the light you will see The Baldwin School on your right. A little bit up and to the left, you will see a brick sign that says "Bryn Mawr College" on the corner of Yarrow Street and Morris Avenue. Turn left onto Yarrow Street (note if you have come to a traffic light, you have gone too far). Proceed straight on this road. You are on the outer edge of campus. You will come to a stop sign at Yarrow Street and Merion Avenue. Continue straight. On your right is a large building with a brick driveway, this is Goodhart Theater. Turn right onto this brick driveway. You will pass Goodhart Theater on the left. Continue straight. On the left will be Rhoads Hall.
The building will not be accessible. The dining hall (venue) is up the stairs to the left.

From north of Philadelphia (via the New Jersey Turnpike)
Leave the New Jersey Turnpike at Exit 6 (Pennsylvania Turnpike). Drive west on the Pennsylvania Turnpike to Exit 20 (Mid-County). Follow Route 476 South to Exit 13 (St. Davids/ Villanova). Bear right on the exit to travel toward Villanova. Follow Route 30 (Lancaster Avenue) east through Villanova for 2.4 miles. One block after passing the Ludington Library on your right, turn left onto Morris Avenue. Please note that the street is called "Elliot" on the right and "Morris" on the left - and the Morris sign is hard to see! There is a Starbucks on the right and a Sunoco gas station on the left at the intersection. Note: there is NO sign for Bryn Mawr College on Lancaster Avenue in this direction; watch carefully for the landmarks.
Follow Morris Avenue as it curves left under the train-track bridge then bears right. Cross Montgomery Avenue (at the traffic light). After crossing through the light you will see The Baldwin School on your right. A little bit up and to the left, you will see a brick sign that says "Bryn Mawr College" on the corner of Yarrow Street and Morris Avenue. Turn left onto Yarrow Street (note if you have come to a traffic light, you have gone too far). Proceed straight on this road. You are on the outer edge of campus. You will come to a stop sign at Yarrow Street and Merion Avenue. Continue straight. On your right is a large building with a brick driveway, this is Goodhart Theater. Turn right onto this brick driveway. You will pass Goodhart Theater on the left. Continue straight. On the left will be Rhoads Hall.
The building will not be accessible. The dining hall (venue) is up the stairs to the left.

From Philadelphia International Airport
Follow the signs from the airport to I-95 south (toward Delaware). Take Exit 7 to Route 476 North. Follow 476 North approximately 12 miles to Exit 13 (St. Davids/Villanova). Bear right on the exit to travel toward Villanova. Follow Route 30 (Lancaster Avenue) east through Villanova for 2.4 miles. One block after passing the Ludington Library on your right, turn left onto Morris Avenue. Please note that the street is called "Elliot" on the right and "Morris" on the left - and the Morris sign is hard to see! There is a Starbucks on the right and a Sunoco gas station on the left at the intersection. Note: there is NO sign for Bryn Mawr College on Lancaster Avenue in this direction; watch carefully for the landmarks.
Follow Morris Avenue as it curves left under the train-track bridge then bears right. Cross Montgomery Avenue (at the traffic light). After crossing through the light you will see The Baldwin School on your right. A little bit up and to the left, you will see a brick sign that says "Bryn Mawr College" on the corner of Yarrow Street and Morris Avenue. Turn left onto Yarrow Street (note if you have come to a traffic light, you have gone too far). Proceed straight on this road. You are on the outer edge of campus. You will come to a stop sign at Yarrow Street and Merion Avenue. Continue straight. On your right is a large building with a brick driveway, this is Goodhart Theater. Turn right onto this brick driveway. You will pass Goodhart Theater on the left. Continue straight. On the left will be Rhoads Hall.
The building will not be accessible. The dining hall (venue) is up the stairs to the left.

**From south of Philadelphia (via the New Jersey Turnpike)**
Leave the New Jersey Turnpike at Exit 11 and follow Rt. 322 West to the Commodore Barry Bridge to I-95 North. From I-95 take Exit 7 to I-476 North toward Plymouth Meeting. Follow 476 North approximately 12 miles to Exit 13 (St. Davids/Villanova). Bear right on the exit to travel toward Villanova. Follow Route 30 (Lancaster Avenue) east through Villanova for 2.4 miles. One block after passing the Ludington Library on your right, turn left onto Morris Avenue. Please note that the street is called "Elliot" on the right and "Morris" on the left - and the Morris sign is hard to see! There is a Starbucks on the right and a Sunoco gas station on the left at the intersection. Note: there is NO sign for Bryn Mawr College on Lancaster Avenue in this direction; watch carefully for the landmarks.
Follow Morris Avenue as it curves left under the train-track bridge then bears right. Cross Montgomery Avenue (at the traffic light). After crossing through the light you will see The Baldwin School on your right. A little bit up and to the left, you will see a brick sign that says "Bryn Mawr College" on the corner of Yarrow Street and Morris Avenue. Turn left onto Yarrow Street (note if you have come to a traffic light, you have gone too far). Proceed straight on this road. You are on the outer edge of campus. You will come to a stop sign at Yarrow Street and Merion Avenue. Continue straight. On your right is a large building with a brick driveway, this is Goodhart Theater. Turn right onto this brick driveway. You will pass Goodhart Theater on the left. Continue straight. On the left will be Rhoads Hall.
The building will not be accessible. The dining hall (venue) is up the stairs to the left.

**From Washington, D.C., and other points south**
Via I-95 approaching Chester, Penn., take Exit 7 (476 North toward Plymouth Meeting). Follow 476 North approximately 12 miles to Exit 13 (St. Davids/Villanova). Bear right on the exit to travel toward Villanova. Follow Route 30 (Lancaster Avenue) east through Villanova for 2.4 miles. One block after passing the Ludington Library on your right, turn left onto Morris Avenue. Please note that the street is called "Elliot" on the right and "Morris" on the left - and the Morris sign is hard to see! There is a Starbucks on the right and a Sunoco gas station on the left at the intersection. Note: there is NO sign for Bryn Mawr College on Lancaster Avenue in this direction; watch carefully for the landmarks.
Follow Morris Avenue as it curves left under the train-track bridge then bears right. Cross Montgomery Avenue (at the traffic light). After crossing through the light you will see The Baldwin School on your right. A little bit up and to the left, you will see a brick sign that says "Bryn Mawr College" on the corner of Yarrow Street and Morris Avenue. Turn left onto Yarrow Street (note if you have come to a traffic light, you have gone too far). Proceed straight on this road. You are on the outer edge of campus. You will come to a stop sign at Yarrow Street and Merion Avenue. Continue straight. On your right is a large building with a brick driveway, this is Goodhart Theater. Turn right onto this brick driveway. You will pass Goodhart Theater on the left. Continue straight. On the left will be Rhoads Hall.
The building will not be accessible. The dining hall (venue) is up the stairs to the left.

**From Route 76 eastbound**
Take Route 76 to 476 south. Take 476 to Exit 13 (St. Davids/Villanova). Bear right on the exit to travel toward Villanova. Follow Route 30 (Lancaster Avenue) east through Villanova for 2.4 miles. One block after passing the Ludington Library on your right, turn left onto Morris Avenue. Please note that the street is called "Elliot" on the right and "Morris" on the left - and the Morris sign is hard to see! There is a Starbucks on the right and a Sunoco gas station on the left at the intersection. Note: there is NO sign for Bryn Mawr College on Lancaster Avenue in this direction; watch carefully for the landmarks.
Follow Morris Avenue as it curves left under the train-track bridge then bears right. Cross Montgomery Avenue (at the traffic light). After crossing through the light you will see The Baldwin School on your right. A little bit up and to the left, you will see a brick sign that says "Bryn Mawr College" on the corner of Yarrow Street and Morris Avenue. Turn left onto Yarrow Street (note if you have come to a traffic light, you have gone too far). Proceed straight on this road. You are on the outer edge of campus. You will come to a stop sign at Yarrow Street and Merion Avenue. Continue straight. On your right is a large building with a brick driveway, this is Goodhart Theater. Turn right onto this brick driveway. You will pass Goodhart Theater on the left. Continue straight. On the left will be Rhoads Hall.
The building will not be accessible. The dining hall (venue) is up the stairs to the left.
From Center City Philadelphia to the College
Take Route 76 West (Schuylkill Expressway) and follow the Valley Forge signs. Take the City Avenue exit 339 (Route 1 South). Once on City Avenue, travel about 2.5 miles and turn right on to Lancaster Avenue (Route 30 West). Travel about 4 miles to reach the center of Bryn Mawr. Turn right onto Morris Avenue; a gas station will be on your right and a Starbucks on your left, and you will have just passed a Barnes and Noble and a Staples.
Follow Morris Avenue as it curves left under the train-track bridge then bears right. Cross Montgomery Avenue (at the traffic light). After crossing through the light you will see The Baldwin School on your right. A little bit up and to the left, you will see a brick sign that says "Bryn Mawr College" on the corner of Yarrow Street and Morris Avenue. Turn left onto Yarrow Street (note if you have come to a traffic light, you have gone too far). Proceed straight on this road. You are on the outer edge of campus. You will come to a stop sign at Yarrow Street and Merion Avenue. Continue straight. On your right is a large building with a brick driveway, this is Goodhart Theater. Turn right onto this brick driveway. You will pass Goodhart Theater on the left. Continue straight. On the left will be Rhoads Hall. The building will not be accessible. The dining hall (venue) is up the stairs to the left.

From Center City Philadelphia via Routes 76 and 476
Join Route 76 West (the Schuykill Expressway) and drive west following the Valley Forge signs. Take 476 South to Exit 13 (St. Davids/ Villanova). Bear right on the exit to travel toward Villanova. Follow Route 30 (Lancaster Avenue) east through Villanova for 2.4 miles. One block after passing the Ludington Library on your right, turn left onto Morris Avenue. Please note that the street is called "Elliot" on the right and "Morris" on the left - and the Morris sign is hard to see! There is a Starbucks on the right and a Sunoco gas station on the left at the intersection. Note: there is NO sign for Bryn Mawr College on Lancaster Avenue in this direction; watch carefully for the landmarks.

Follow Morris Avenue as it curves left under the train-track bridge then bears right. Cross Montgomery Avenue (at the traffic light). After crossing through the light you will see The Baldwin School on your right. A little bit up and to the left, you will see a brick sign that says "Bryn Mawr College" on the corner of Yarrow Street and Morris Avenue. Turn left onto Yarrow Street (note if you have come to a traffic light, you have gone too far). Proceed straight on this road. You are on the outer edge of campus. You will come to a stop sign at Yarrow Street and Merion Avenue. Continue straight. On your right is a large building with a brick driveway, this is Goodhart Theater. Turn right onto this brick driveway. You will pass Goodhart Theater on the left. Continue straight. On the left will be Rhoads Hall. The building will not be accessible. The dining hall (venue) is up the stairs to the left.